
Covenant Home Preceptor CD-Rom

CHC Full Curriculum Day-by-Day 

Scheduling Guide

Covenant Home Grading Masters

Covenant Home Kindergarten Course 

Blueprint packet

Come Ye Children textbook (hardcover)

Hiding God’s Word Bible memory 

program, integrated with the Come Ye 

Children book

CHC quarterly Bible exams with an-

swer key 

MCP Phonics Workbook K, student 

book and answer key

MCP Phonics Workbook A, student 

book and teacher’s edition

CHC phonics charts 

Penmanship A, student workbook and 

teacher’s manual 

A Child’s Garden of Verses, coloring 

book 

Three phonetically-controlled readers:  

A Big, Big Man, In the Tent and In a 

Big Boat

McGuffey’s Eclectic Primer 

A supplemental reader (titles may vary)

MCP Mathematics: Level K, 2005 ed., 

student worktext and teacher’s manual

BONUS:  George Washington Coloring 

Book, an American historic coloring 

book, combined with a CHC blueprint 

and instructional materials bringing 

history to life!

BONUS:  Beginning science reader 

(titles may vary)

in grades K-2, Covenant Home devotes considerable time to thorough instruction in phonics and the application 

of phonics rules to reading and spelling. Using a blending approach, students are taught to read one- and two-

vowel words in the kindergarten year. 

A complete phonics manual supplies the parent with all the words to say. Instruction includes activities for visual, 

auditory and kinesthetic methods of learning. The ball-and-stick method of penmanship instruction is used. 

Vowel-combination charts provide the tools for what children of this age love to do - memorize!

Accompanying our excellent Bible history book, which covers the wonderful truths of Creation and early Bible 

history, are the Hiding God’s Word coloring sheets that enhance the Scripture memory program. 

A love of poetry is fostered in kindergarten as well. An historical coloring book and a beginning science reader 

enrich the program. Children are introduced to the concepts of money, time, addition and subtraction in math.

 Kindergarten Full Curriculum Includes 

NEWNEW

NEW



This brightly colored clock has geared hands and will 

be sure to encourage your child to learn how to tell time.  

Size - 4”

 

 

Come Ye Children textbook (hardcover) and blueprint

Hiding God’s Word Bible memory program, integrated with the Come Ye 

Children book

CHC quarterly exams with answer key

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

MCP Phonics Workbook K, student book and answer key

MCP Phonics Workbook A, student book and teacher’s edition

CHC phonics charts 

Penmanship A, student workbook and teacher’s manual

A Child’s Garden of Verses, coloring book

Three phonetically-controlled readers:  A Big, Big Man, In the Tent and In a 

Big Boat

McGuffey’s Eclectic Primer

A supplemental reader (titles may vary)

CHC Kindergarten Language Blueprint packet

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

  NOTE:  The Covenant Home Preceptor CD-Rom and/or Grading Masters for K may be purchased with any module order.  Please see price list on page 25.

All facts through 12

Self-checking design

MCP Mathematics: Level K, 2005 ed., student worktext and teacher’s manual

CHC blueprint

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

These two phonetically controlled readers* make the perfect add-on to 

your kindergarten curriculum.  Nicely illustrated, both books are written in 

poem form and worth reading time and again.

Jack and Jill and Big Dog Bill

Here Comes Silent e!

This somewhat more challenging story makes an excellent bridge 

between kindergarten and !rst grade.  Your child is guaranteed to enjoy 

this excellent story about someone he has already “met.”

George Washington and the General’s Dog

* A phonetically controlled reader is one in which the majority of the words do not exceed the 

limits of the student’s phonics ability.

Selections from A Child’s Garden of Verses, by Robert L. Stevenson

These beloved poems of Robert Louis Stevenson are captured in a 

heartwarming, peaceful presentation, bringing delight to young and old.  

Classic literature and beautiful music are woven to inspire learning and 

foster imagination.

Pricing Policy

Our pricing will be honored as long as possible.  Due to the 

economy and recent policy changes at major publishers, some 

prices may increase.  We will call or email you if this would 

apply to your order.

We avoid the practice of structuring programs lean so as to 

require additional or supplementary resources to make them 

work.  For thirty years our primary service has been to provide 

the optimum balance of books and materials to enable par-

ents to teach well.

CHC


